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gained the low and level beach. they too stood mute with terror 

and surprise. For, from each of the monster canoes, other canoes 

put off. In them were strange beings clothed in glittering metal 

or gaily colored robes. Their faces. were pale in color; their hair 

was curly and sunny in hue. And in the foremost canoe grasping 

in one hand a long pole from which streamed a gorgeous: banner 

and with the other outstretched as if in greeting stood a figure 
upon whom the Americans looked with wonder, reverence and 

awe. It was a tall and commanding figure, noble in aspect and 

brilliant in costume and as the islanders marked the marvelous 
face te. form of this scarlet-clad leader they bent in reverence 

_ and cried aloud “ Turey ; turey ; 
they are turey!” (Heaven-sent.) 
On came the canoes filled with a 

glittermg company and gay with 
fluttering flags. But as the first 
boat grounded on the beach and 
the tall chief in scarlet, his gray 
head yet uncovered, the flaming 

banner still clasped in his hand, 
leaped into the water followed 
by his men the terrified natives 

thought the ne of the air were come to take vengeance upon 
them and, turning, they fled to the security of thicket and tree- 
trunk. But led back by curiosity they looked again upon these 
strange new-comers, and behold! they were all kneeling, bare- 

headed, upon the sand, kissing the earth and lifting their eyes 
toward the skies. 

Then the scarlet-mantled leader: rising ion the ground, planted 
the great standard in the sand and drawing a long and shining 
sword he spoke loud and solemn words in a language the wonder- 
ing islanders could not understand, while those marvelous figures 
in glittering metal and gleaming cloth knelt about him as if in 
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